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2022 Travel Trailer Forest River Grey Wolf $28,300
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Description Stock #361654 - 2022 Grey Wolf - Barely Used! Bunk House! Ready for your next
adventure!********************** CERTIFIED SINGLE OWNER
**********************Looking for a Great Travel Trailer RV for your family's next
adventure? Look no further than this 2022 Cherokee Grey Wolf Special Edition
26DJSE. It has a sleeping capacity for up to nine people with a 15,000 BTU roof-
mounted AC unit with quick cool that keeps you cool on the hottest days. The
layout is spacious and comfortable when you enter the RV. First, the bedroom
provides a great space and comfort - featuring a queen bed with cabinets
overhead for storage. The bedroom has lots of storage space - in the built-in
cabinet space above and beside the bed. Closet doors have long mirrors- a great
use of space and makes the room feel larger! Windows in the bedroom bring in
natural light - you can use the window blinds for privacy when needed. A privacy
curtain separates the bedroom from the rest of the unit. Right outside the
bedroom is a sleeper sofa. This comfy couch doubles as another sleeping area
that you will enjoy. The Galley has a microwave with a vent underneath, a three-
burner gas cooktop with a glass cover, and laminate countertops. The farm-style
stainless steel kitchen sink with matte black gooseneck faucet/pull-down sprayer
has a matching cover for the sink to provide great countertop working space
when needed. The two-door refrigerator/freezer is great for entertaining or just a
quick drink on the go. There are plenty of cabinets above and below the
countertop for storage space. The dinette is a great space to enjoy meals or a
family game night and quickly converts into another sleeping area when
needed.The corner bunk queen beds provide two nice sleeping areas. Windows in
each bunk draw in natural light that makes the space feel larger - use the drapes
for privacy when needed. Right beside the bunk beds is the full bathroom. The
bathroom includes a shower with a skylight overhead for lots of natural light, an
oval sink, and a medicine cabinet above, and additional storage below the
countertop - and of course the toilet. The large shower/tub with shower curtain is
great for growing families still needing a tub. The RV has a 6-gallon water heater
with quick recovery times, so you never have to worry about running out of hot
water!All of the RV Systems are clearly marked and easily accessible around the
outside - there are large storage compartments with easy access to them at the
front and rear of the RV.Items of note - outside shower - sleeper sofa -
entertainment system - USB charging stations - Black Tank Flush - Wireless
backup Camera System - Weight Distribution Hitch System.Don't hesitate to
contact us with any questions or to schedule an appointment to see this listing in
person - you won't be disappointed!We are looking for people all over the country
who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product and like
the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to
learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted!
Submit your offer today!Reason for selling is life changes - not able to use it.You
have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this
RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands
of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started
selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: 361654
VIN Number: rvusa-361654
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 26
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2022 Travel Trailer Forest River Grey Wolf $28,300



Item address 30040, Cumming, Georgia, United States
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